| 71 = 1, and \A = 0 if and only if A = 0. Capital letters will be used to represent elements of M, bold-faced letters for sets, and lower case letters for real numbers. Reduced fraction means a rational number expressed as a reduced fraction. The following definitions will be used.
Definition 1. Exp A =E(A) = E^-o (l/n\)An and A is a logarithm of B if and only if B = E (A).
Definition 2. Log A denotes the subset of Af such that B E Log A if and only if B is a logarithm of A. Outline of proof.
B(x) =1+|
BB-HB =l+f B-1(t)dB(t)
The following theorem, due to M. Nagumo [4, p. 67] , follows as a corollary to the preceding theorem. Theorem 3. If A~x exists, then A has a preferred logarithm.
Proof.
Since there are only a finite set of values z for which [T+zL4 -T)]_1 does not exist and since ^4_1 exists, there is a continuous function g of bounded variation from [0, 1 ] is a nonsingular square root of I. Hence, there exist uncountably many matrices of the form log A such that I = E(2 log A). If k is an integer, then km A GLog 7 because mA GLog 7. If k is a real number such that kmAELog I, then k is an integer; if this is false, then there is an integer h such that l>h -k>0, Qi -k)mA GLog 7, and m>ih -k)mES. Since il/m)mA =^GLog 7, then 1/m is a positive integer n such that mA = (l/ri)A. Furthermore, n is unique, because if p is a number satisfying these conditions, then Since {Bk}k-X is a bounded sequence, it has a convergent subsequence and there exist two integers r and t such that \Br-B\ <1. Proof. If P and Q belong to S, then P-<2£Log T. Let R be the subset of Log T such that BER if and only if there exist sequences {.4 ,}?»i and }A,}f=1 of elements of S and a sequence {o;}^! of integers such that B= ~Yst-iai(Ai -Bi). Theorem 11 holds and assures the existence of a sequence {C<}™ x of linearly independent elements of R such that if P and Q belong to S, then P -Q belongs to R and there exists a sequence {o,}^! of integers such that P -Q = X™ i o-iCi. Furthermore, all the elements of R and S commute.
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